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Marseilles, September 2, 2021 

 
BOURBON wins new integrated logistics contracts with SHELL in Namibia 

 

BOURBON announces today that it has been awarded by SHELL a fully integrated logistics 
package contract comprising of international freight forwarding, integrated logistics services and 
PSV (Platform Supply Vessel) services to support two deepwater offshore exploration campaigns 
in Namibia and Sao Tomé.  

The project’ s scope covers:  

- the international shipment and clearance of SHELL’S and its subcontractors’ equipment 
from Houston to Walvis Bay,  

- the management of the logistics base and associated services (handling & lifting, material 
management, storage and warehousing, waste management, tank cleaning …)  

- the provision of three Platform Supply Vessels (two PX105 & one P105) dedicated to the 
project.  

Bourbon Logistics will therefore be in charge of the whole logistics operations’ planning and 
conduct under its own Safety Management System, supported by its latest digital data 
management system “Bourbon Logistics Suite”, which allows to plan, execute and monitor the 
whole Logistics supply chain from end to end.  

The precise timing of the drilling is to be announced and each well is expected to last for 60 days.  

These new contracts are part of BOURBON integrated logistics strategy and confirm the group’s 
expertise and know-how. BOURBON will provide Integrated Logistics services through its local 
branch “Bourbon Logistics Namibia” with its strong and well-established local partner “Logistics 
Support Services” (LSS). Working with a solid local partner is a key aspect of the group’s local 
content strategy.  

Nicolas Chateau, Managing Director of Bourbon Logistics, commented: “We are more than proud 
to accompany Shell once again in these new exploration campaigns, which testifies to a common 
trust and confidence. Bourbon Logistics will strive to ensure the timely delivery of the entire supply 
chain while guaranteeing our client the highest safety standards. The implementation of our 
Bourbon Logistics service confirms the group's strategy to offer our clients increasingly 
comprehensive services and adapt to their constantly changing needs.”   
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ABOUT BOURBON  

A market leader in offshore marine services, BOURBON offers the most demanding offshore energy 
operators a broad range of surface and subsea marine services for oil & gas fields and wind farms. These 
services rely on a modern & standardized fleet of 413 vessels and on the skills of more than 6,820 highly 
qualified professionals. Constantly striving for operational excellence, the group provides a local service for 
customers in the 30 countries in which it operates, guaranteeing the very highest standards of quality and 
safety. BOURBON has three operating activities (Marine & Logistics, Mobility and Subsea Services). 

In 2020, BOURBON achieved adjusted revenues of over € 550 million. 
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